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/  THE ULTIMATE EDUCATION WORK STATION OR CORPORATE HOT-DESK

/ SEAMLESS TRANSITION FROM SITTING TO STANDING /  INTERTEK SAFETY CERTIFCATION /  REVOLUTIONARY DESIGN FEATURES AND TECHNOLOGY
/ IDEAL FOR INNOVATIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS AND TEAM ROOMS /  MOVEABLE FOR DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION AND STORAGE



THE REVOLUTIONARY HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE DESK SPECIFICALLY 
CREATED FOR EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS AND HOT-DESKING

With growing concern around the sedentary behaviour of both students and workers, 

constrained by space limitations and distracted by the ubiquity of digital devices, 

Áskisi™ has used research backed evidence to develop Áskisi™ Station specifically 

to improve health and spur measurable advances in academic and professional 

outcomes.

The uncomplicated mechanism to heighten and lower the desk is at the core of 

Áskisi™ Station’s innovation. The simple, single handle and smooth compressed air 

central support, makes the users decision to move and adjust posture during work, 

an easy one. The simplicity of this action provides core benefits to concentration, 

information recall and classroom behaviour as well as core strength, waist 

circumference, improved blood lipid profiles and vitamin D levels.

Áskisi™ Station brings further innovation to work spaces by adding a laptop shelf - 

which doubles the work area, under desk storage, built in wheels for manoeuvrability 

and a steel sheeted whiteboard desktop. And while these features were all at the 

top of the list with innovative schools and businesses, we also made sure that with 

vigorous testing it complied with the highest safety standards required globally as 

well.

Áskisi™ Station is the only height adjustable desk to come in two sizes (720 + 620), 

which allows all students from K-12 to enjoy the health and academic benefits of this 

remarkable innovation. 

Áskisi™ Station -  It’s what came after the desk.
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Certification
Quality Assured for strength, 

durability and stability

5
YEAR

  WARRANTY 
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EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

The only height adjustable desk with two sizes 
to seat the smallest student and largest adult

/

The only desk nestable for easy storage
/
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Steel sheeted whiteboard work and draw surface. 
Also allows use of magnets to secure items,
ideal for children with special needs
/

Adjustable laptop shelf doubles desk space
             /

Moulded header holds digital tablet vertical for use
with convenient storage for stationary and drink bottle

             /

Single, easy to use lever, releases desk
for adjustment up or down

             /Convenient under desk storage for
books and laptops
/

Gas lift makes transition from sitting to standing easy
/

Built in wheels provide manoeuvrability allowing
easy reconfiguration of the workrooms
/

Patented footpads allow support and movement
/

SPECIFICATION & FEATURES

Robust construction is Intertek Certified for safety and comes with a 5 year warranty 
/

Certification
Quality Assured for strength, 

durability and stability

5
YEAR

  WARRANTY   

SPECIFICATIONS

Total footprint: 600 x 600mm
Work surface: 600 x 450mm

Weight: 17kg

Adult / senior school: Station 720
height adjusts from 720 - 1120mm 

Primary school: Station 620 
height adjusts from 615 - 915mm

Moulded trayNested storageEasily moved



The great benefit of the lightweight construction and built-in wheel manoeuvrability of 

Áskisi™ Station is the ability to configure a room in dynamic and interesting ways. For 

corporate hot-desking, this is a key to the flexibility required. For school classrooms, it 

allows teachers to make exciting changes to layouts, further engaging their students in 

lessons. It also allows for classes to be easily moved outside for a really different kind 

of environment.

These are some examples of popular configurations for large and small working groups.

The laptop shelf is a useful addition to Áskisi™ Station. The ability to double the 

working area buy adding a separate shelf to place your laptop is a significant 

innovation for height adjustable desks. Sold separately these shelves are easily 

attached. They are also adjustable, so users can create the exact height they require.

GO CONFIGURE SHELF ESTEEM

STAGGERED

U.N BOARDROOM

SMALL
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SIGNIFICANT HEALTH AND ACADEMIC BENEFITS
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Significant research has been conducted in the U.S, U.K 

and Australia on ways to tackle an increasing obesity 

epidemic, driven largely by inactivity. While studies have 

shown simple responses increasing movement during 

the day, drastically improve health,  this evidence also 

showed that it increased cognative ability as well.

The evidence showed that sitting less for just 30 minutes 

per day and changing posture can:

•  Improve classroom behaviour

•  Increase concentration levels 

•  Improve academic grades

•  Lower body mass index

•  Reduce waist circumference

•  Improve blood lipid profiles

•  Increase vitamin D levels

•  Our evidence also suggests that classrooms   

 utilising Askisi™ Stations are beneficial to children  

 with  Spectrum Autism Disorder and ADHD

And when students benefit, schools benefit. Askisi™ 
Stations create behavioural changes that improve:

• School’s profiles academically

•  Health and well-being of students

•  Classroom activity levels without    

 impacting on teaching curriculum

•  Classroom behaviour, with children    

 being less restless during lessons

•  Lesson interest, with the flexibility to    

 arrange unique desk configurations    

 for either individual or group lessons, 

 inside or outside!



“Lack of activity destroys the good 

condition of every human being, while 

movement and methodical physical 

exercise save it and preserve it.”

- Plato

“Children in the UK “accumulated 

just under 10 hours sitting per day, 

equivalent to 70% of their waking 

hours” 1

“In the United States, the percentage 

of children and adolescents affected 

by obesity has more than tripled since 

the 1970s. Data from 2015-2016 show 

that nearly 1 in 5 school age children 

and young people (6 to 19 years) in 

the United States has obesity. Energy 

imbalance is a key factor behind the 

high rates of obesity seen in the United 

States and globally” 2

“strategies that support children to 

break sitting habits, and normalize 

standing and moving in settings 

traditionally associated with sitting 

behaviors are needed” 3

- Professor Jo Salmon 

We placed two Stations in each class and 

found the students really enjoyed using 

them for their work. They are always in 

use and the students naturally gravitate 

to the standing desks when they feel 

the need to. They have been a terrific 

inclusion to our classroom furniture”

- Greg Hannon, Head of Primary, 

Mount Scopus Memorial College

“The classrooms we chose had some 

students who were easily distracted and 

were always on the move.  The teachers 

noticed that these students were very 

impressed with the stations and were 

more focussed and stayed on task 

much longer.” 

 - Chris Short, Principal, 

Berwick Chase Primary

“We replaced our traditional classroom 

furniture with 25 Askisi™ Stations. There 

was an immediate impact on the students 

education. They took ownership over their 

learning space and were able to adjust 

the Stations to their individual needs. 

Groups formed, both standing and sitting; 

this took their learning into a new realm. 

A more social environment had been 

created with students feeling free to move 

around the classroom. Multiple subjects 

are taught in this teaching space and the 

feedback has been very positive.

- Michael Harrop

Head of Drama/Head of the Arts Faculty

Geelong Grammar School

“We had an Askisi™ Station to trial in the 

office and we didn’t give it back. It really is 

a step up from anything we have used or 

specified before”.

 - Rachel Peck, Principal, 

Peckvonhartel Architects
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Contact Áskisi to find out how you can 

make a difference in your school or 

office with Áskisi Station

T: 1300 748 537

E: enquiries@askisi.com

PO Box 130 East Melbourne

Victoria 3002 Australia

www.askisi.com

Healthier Students Better Learning

Áskisi ™(Ah-skiss-ee) from the Greek ‘Askisi’, 

to exercise, deliver a new world of practical, 

high quality equipment for active classrooms 

and Innovative Learning Environments.

QUOTES & TESTIMONIALS
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